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Submission on ‘Making Pool Safety Easier’ Consultation
This submission is from the Paediatric Society of New Zealand (PSNZ), a multi-disciplinary organisation
with a membership of more than 500 child health professionals. Its members have wide-ranging
expertise in clinical practice and research in the child health sector.
In 2010 Paediatric Society Members adopted a Position Statement on the Provision of swimming pool
fencing. This submission is consistent with the recommendations of that Position Statement.
Drowning in swimming pools is an important and preventable cause of injury mortality and morbidity
of New Zealand children (Child & Youth Mortality Review Committee 2008). All appropriate
legislative, administrative, social and educational measures should be taken to protect children from
injury, neglect or negligent treatment while they are in the care of parent (s), legal guardians (s), or
any other person who has care of the child (UNCROC Article 19 1989).
Small children are vulnerable to drowning whenever they are able to achieve unsupervised access to
bodies of water. The Fencing of Swimming pools Act (1987) has been a hugely successful piece of
legislation for reducing this danger and saving children’s lives. That success has been contributed to
by the many people who ensure home swimming and spa pools are kept safe.
Practitioners in this field know that whenever a child drowns in a home swimming or spa pool, that
tragedy cannot be ‘balanced’ against the convenience of easier rules for local Councils and pool
owners.
The Paediatric Society of New Zealand strongly urges Government to make only those changes to this
legislation that will improve the safety of home swimming and spa pools and other situations of
danger for children.
The Society acknowledges the assistance of Water Safe Auckland (WAI) in drafting this submission.
Yours sincerely,
Contact person re this submission:
Julie Chambers: Convenor
Child Injury Prevention Special Interest Group
Dr Rosemary Marks
President

Email: Chambers@cybernet.co.nz
Mobile: 021 241 5771

“Health of our children: Wealth of our nation”

Making pool safety easier:
Proposed changes to the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987
Proposal 1 - Define ‘swimming pool’ to mean an excavation or structure deeper than 400mm, and
intended for swimming or other human aquatic activity.
1

Do you agree with proposal 1?
NO

2

Do you agree with the additional option: Include indoor pools in the definition of ‘swimming pool’?
This excludes baths used for personal hygiene and emptied after each use.
YES

3

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

Proposal 1.1: The Paediatric Society does not agree with the proposal for the threshold for pool depth to be
400mm. This opportunity should be taken to reduce the depth to 300mm to align with Australian and
international standards. The 400mm measurement was reputedly established around 1987on the basis of the
water depth of small inflatable pools available at the time. This is now redundant. The most important factor
for the definition must be about the dangerousness of bodies of water. The dangerousness of any body of
water is determined by whether it can be accessed by unsupervised small children. The definition should
reflect this, whatever the adult perspective is of the purpose of the water.
Proposal 1.2(additional option): The Paediatric Society agrees indoor pools should be included in the
definition. Indoor pools present the same or greater risk as young children can have direct unrestricted access
to the pool without the safeguards provided to outdoor swimming pools.

Proposals for new pools
Proposal 2 – Clarify the requirements for restricting access to the pool by:
2.1 removing the following from the Act: the Schedule, exemptions, the requirement for a fence,
and the obligation to comply with the Building Code at all times, and
2.2 amending the Building Code so that the performance standard for home swimming pools is,
‘Pools shall have a means to restrict unsupervised access by young children,’ and
2.3 developing acceptable solutions

4

Do you agree with proposal 2?
NO

5

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

Refer 2.1: The Paediatric Society does not agree to the removal of the requirement to fence.
Refer 2.2: The Paediatric Society does not agree with vesting compliance of pool fences within the Building
Code by including provisions for acceptable solutions to be developed. Allowing acceptable solutions to be
developed through the Building Code permits those solutions to conflict with or modify the provisions of NZS
8500, causing further confusion.
Refer 2.3: The Paediatric Society does not agree and suggests the Schedule in the Fencing of Swimming Pools
Act 1987 might be replaced by the NZ Standard - NZS 8500 Safety Barriers and Fences Around Swimming
Pools, Spas & Hot Tubs, or by provisions of equivalent or higher levels of safety. NZS 8500 was developed
through robust discussion between experts. It provides acceptable solutions and diversity for compliance. This
Standard could be referred to by the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act and be mandated from within the
Building Code.

2

Proposal 3 – Remove the term ‘immediate pool area’ from the Act and the Building Code and include in
the Building Code a requirement to restrict access to the pool from the house and other properties.
6

Do you agree with proposal 3?
NO

7

Do you agree with the alternative option: Restrict access to an area that people would normally only
enter when using the pool?
YES

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society does not agree with the removal of the term “immediate pool area”. The term
immediate pool area is the cornerstone to the legislation and its removal from the Act will no longer provide a
legal mandate to restrict the area and access to the pool, as was the intent of the Act. The suggested
replacement phrase is less clear than the term ‘immediate pool area’.
Fencing which completely encloses a swimming pool (that is four sided fencing) and isolates it from the home
has been shown to be the most effective method of preventing young children drowning in home pools. Pool
fences should have dynamic and secure self latching gates or doors at any point of entry and these should
effectively maintain the isolation of the pool from the house.
The Paediatric Society agrees with the alternative option with the proviso that the wording be tightened up.
For example, the word “normally” is too open to interpretation.

3

Proposal 4 – Continue to allow childproof doors opening to the pool area.
9

Do you agree with proposal 4?
NO

10

Do you agree with the alternative option: Don’t allow doors opening to the pool area?
YES

11

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society does not agree it is acceptable to allow ‘child proof’ doors opening into the pool area.
First, there is no such thing as a ‘childproof’ door. The term is a misnomer because a door that can be opened
by an adult will, at some stage or circumstance, be opened by a child.
Second, fencing which completely encloses a swimming pool (that is four sided fencing) and isolates it from
the home has been shown to be the most effective method of preventing young children drowning in home
pools.
A Cochrane Collaboration Review (2010) found that pool fencing that adequately prevents children reaching
the pool unsupervised can prevent about three-quarters of all child drowning in pools and that fencing which
completely encircles the pool and isolates it from the house is much more effective than methods where
children can still gain access to the pool through the house.
Pool fences should have dynamic and secure self latching gates or doors at any point of entry and these
should effectively maintain the isolation of the pool from the house.
Reference: Cochrane Collaboration Review, (2010). Fencing which completely encloses all sides of a swimming pool and isolates it
from the home is effective in preventing drowning of young children. Downloaded 10 April 2013,
http://summaries.cochrane.org/CD001047/fencing-which-completely-encloses-all-sides-of-a-swimming-pool-and-isolates-it-fromthe-home-is-effective-in-preventing-drowning-of-young-children

4

Proposals for all pools
Proposal 5 – Require owners to complete a simple maintenance check every 3 years, and require councils
to randomly audit pools, especially high-risk pools.
12

Do you agree with proposal 5?
NO

13

Do you agree with the alternative option: No requirement for owners to do a check, but require
councils to inspect all pools every 3 years?
NO

14

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society does not agree that child safety can be ensured by a statutory requirement for pool
owners to carry out and report on the safety of their own pool fences. The Paediatric Society acknowledges
pool owners can and should be encouraged to take personal responsibility for the management of their
property. However the education and encouragement of pool owners to take responsibility should not be
used as a mechanism for reducing the professional, independent assessment of pool safety by Local
Authorities.
The Paediatric Society does not agree with the recommendation the Councils check pools three yearly
because it includes a proposal to classify certain pools as “high risk”. All pools are potentially high risk. Safety
is best maintained by restricting unsupervised access of pools and spas by small children, coupled with regular
inspection.
The Paediatric Society supports councils inspecting all pools at regular intervals, at least every three years.
Territorial Authorities are an independent body with specialised teams focused on safety issues, and their
skilled inspectors are expected to be professional and impartial in their evaluation and application of the Act’s
requirements.

5

Proposal 6 – Replace court fines with the power to issue a notice (requiring an owner to remedy a
maintenance issue), and infringement fees.
15

Do you agree with proposal 6?
YES

16

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society agrees the current Act no longer provides adequate deterrents. Penalties should be
increased to reflect the seriousness of breaches to the Act and align with similar penalties prescribed under
the Building Act 2004.
Strengthened offence provisions under the Act would provide an improved deterrent that signals the
seriousness of this safety issue.

6

Proposals for spa pools and portable pools
Proposal 7 – Exempt childproof spa pools from building consent and maintenance checks, and require spa
pool retailers to give buyers a checklist setting out their obligations.
17

Do you agree with proposal 7?
NO

18

Do you agree with the alternative option: Same as proposal 7, except owners must notify the council
when they acquire a spa pool, and would complete maintenance checks every three years?
NO

19

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society does not agree with the proposal to exempt spa pools. Spa pools account for 10% of
child drowning and should not be treated any differently to a swimming pool.
Ensuring the safety of portable above ground swimming and portable spa pools is covered within NZS8500.
The Paediatric Society does not agree with the alternative option. The Paediatric Society supports councils
inspecting all pools at regular intervals, at least every three years. Territorial Authorities are independent
bodies with specialised teams focused on safety issues; their skilled inspectors are professional and must be
impartial and consistent in their evaluation and application of the Act’s requirements.
It is a sensible idea for retailers to be required to provide information to buyers regarding fencing of pools and
their responsibility, as long this is not considered a replacement for professional, independent inspection.

Reference: WSNZ. (2012) Drowning fatalities of children under five in home swimming and spa pools
between 1993 and 2012, where the child gained unsupervised access to the pool. WSNZ Drownbase

7

Proposal 8 – Require retailers of portable pools to give a checklist to buyers setting out their obligations
under the Act. Also create powers for councils to issue an infringement notice if a portable pool is left filled
with more than 400mm water without restricting the access of young children, and to remove the pool if
there is subsequent offending.
20

Do you agree with proposal 8?
NO

21

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society does not agree with infringement notices being issued for pools left with 400mm of
water. The Society suggests believe the depth should be reduced to 300mm to align with overseas standards,
in particular Australia. Therefore we have responded no.
Retailers should be required to provide information to buyers regarding the fencing of pools and the
responsibilities of pool owners to maintain the safety of the pool.
The Paediatric Society supports the use of infringement notices and strengthening of the offence provisions
including removal of the pool where compliance is not achieved.

8

Other changes to the legislation
Proposal 9 – Add a purpose statement to the legislation saying, ‘to prevent children aged under five years
from drowning as a result of unrestricted access to a home swimming pool.’
22

Do you agree with proposal 9?
NO

23 Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society does not agree with the addition of the suggested purpose statement. The current Act
states: “An Act to promote the safety of young children by requiring the fencing of certain swimming
pools”. This statement is a purpose statement, but without a title denoting it as such.
The statement could be strengthened with the wording;
“Purpose: An Act to promote the safety of young children by requiring the fencing of certain swimming and
spa pools to prevent young children from drowning.”

9

Proposal 10 – Repeal the current Act and create a stand-alone Act called the Home Pools Act.
24

Do you agree with proposal 10?
NO

25 Do you agree with the alternative option: Add new sections to the Building Act 2004 concerning child
safety in home swimming pools?
NO

26

Please give your reasons, or alternative suggestions, below.

The Paediatric Society does not agree with the proposal to repeal the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act (1987)
and replace it with a new Act. Strengthening the safety and compliance provisions of the current Fencing of
Swimming Pools Act will provide continuity, consistency, better transparency of the legislative requirements
already recognised and accepted by the general public. Replacement of this Act could result in more public
confusion.

The Paediatric Society does not agree with the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act (1987) being replaced by
sections on swimming pool fencing being included within the Building Act (2004). We support steps to
achieve greater clarification between the scope and terms of the Building Code and the Fencing of Swimming
Pools Act (1987). This can happen through the addition of statements within the Building Code that provide a
clear and unequivocal compliance path through the Fencing of Swimming Pools Act (1987) and the relevant
New Zealand Standard (NZS 8500).

10

Other comments
27 Do you have any other comments about the proposals?

11

Information about you
28

Which best describes you?
Private individual who owns a pool

Private individual who doesn’t own a pool

Home pool industry (e.g. retailer or supplier involved with pools or pool safety)

Non-commercial organisation with an interest in child safety

Territorial authority

x

Other (please explain below)

The Paediatric Society of New Zealand

29 Please provide your contact details
Your name

Julie Chambers

Organisation

Convenor, Child Injury Prevention Special Interest Group
The Paediatric Society of New Zealand

Postal address

PO Box 22 234
Wellington 6441

Email

psnz@paradise.net.nz

Thank you for your feedback. Your views will help the government to decide how to make it easier to
keep swimming pools safe for young children.
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